
PERFORMANCE TYRES 
 

AZENIS FK510 
Falken’s latest generation ultra high performance tyre, the 
AZENIS FK510 is designed for drivers of premium vehicles 
looking for excellent grip and outstanding performance. 4D 
Nano Design enables Falken engineers to optimise new 

high-performance compounds at the molecular level, 
enhancing both wear and wet weather traction. Featuring 
hybrid under tread materials, the FK510 delivers 

confidence-inspiring handling and stability. The FK510 
covers a wide range of today’s luxury sport vehicles, 
including staggered applications, and is available in sizes 

ranging from 17 to 20-inch. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

AZENIS RT615K+ 
Developed for the maximum performance-minded driver, 
the AZENIS RT615K+ is derived from the original 
competition-winning RT615K. The PLUS encompasses an 
all-new digitally-engineered, nanotech-formulated 

compound for superior grip and excellent handling. Its 
confidence inspiring straight line and cornering traits allow 
drivers to push the limits of their vehicle in safe, closed-
course environments, while its street-capable durability 

and DOT approval allow for street-legal daily use as well. 
With 13 sizes from 14 to 18-inch rim diameters and a 200 
A-A UTQG rating, the AZENIS RT615K+ is the ultimate 

choice for performance compacts, sports coupes, sports 
sedans and muscle cars. 
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ZIEX ZE914 ECORUN 
The ZIEX ZE914 ECORUN is the next generation, high-
performance tyre made for Australian roads. Engineered 

for performance and cost saving fuel efficiency, the low 
rolling resistance compound offers more mileage and 
better wet braking. The tyre features an asymmetric tread 
pattern with four straight and wide circumferential grooves 

for hydroplane resistance. The high-rigidity rib construction 
provides good wet and dry braking stability. Slots and sipes 
can be found throughout the tyre, optimised for even tread 

wear, comfort and traction. 
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ZIEX ZE912 
The ZIEX ZE912 brings together in one tyre, technology 
and performance, that advances driver confidence 
whatever the weather condition. This tyre features large 
sipes encasing the tread, coupled with high volume 

circumferential grooves that deliver hydroplane resistance 
for improved wet weather performance, while its hybrid-
asymmetric pattern produces better dry performance. The 
ZE912 is built to perform regardless of the condition of the 

road, each and every season. 
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SINCERA SN828 
SINCERA SN828 implies safety, security and reliability. The 
new silica mixture optimises the performance on wet roads 

and increases wear resistance. This equates for a 
comfortable tyre with great life and low noise. 
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